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Abstract
Background

Selective outcome reporting (SOR) is a type of bias that occurs when the primary outcome of a
randomized clinical trial (RCT) is omitted or changed prospectively. We evaluated the prevalence of SOR
in RCTs on restorative caries treatment in primary teeth.

Methods

We conducted an electronic search on ClinicalTrials.gov and the World Health Organization (WHO)
platform up to April/2021. We included RCT protocols that tested restorative treatments in primary teeth
and excluded any protocol that has not resulted in at least one publication in a peer-reviewed scienti�c
journal. The Chi-square test was used to detect the association between SOR and other variables (α = 5%).

Results

Out of 294 potential protocols, thirty were included. We found 34 corresponding publications and had the
one that seemed to report the primary outcome and longest follow-up, resulting in 30 publications. SOR
was observed in 53.3% (n=16) of the published trials and was signi�cantly associated with the
discrepancy in the follow-up period (p=0.017).

Conclusion

There is a considerable prevalence of selective outcome reporting (SOR) on restorative trials in primary
teeth. Properly pre-registered protocols and assessing them for the peer review processes will help
decrease SOR.

Practical implications

Restorative treatment trials in primary teeth that selectively modify outcomes of interest have been
shown to distort the treatment effect. Practitioners should avoid using restorative treatments based on
misleading results in clinical practice.

1. Introduction
Dental caries in primary dentition is considered the 10th most common oral condition, affecting 621
million children worldwide (Kassebaum et al., 2015). Moreover, untreated carious lesions in children have
a negative effect on oral health-related quality of life (OHRQoL) (Freire et al., 2018), and can provoke
growth and developmental problems (Sheiham A 2006), toothache, and di�culty in sleeping (Perazzo et
al., 2017). Well-designed and conducted Randomised Clinical Trials (RCTs) are considered the best level
of evidence for interventional studies (Concato et al., 2000). The validity of clinical trials could be
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affected if they present biases (Suñé et al., 2013), and selective outcome reporting (SOR) is considered
one of the potential biases that can overestimate the study’s effect (Braakhekke et al., 2017).

“Spin” or misrepresentation in scienti�c literature occurs when the authors distort the interpretation of
results and mislead the readers. In addition, the term “spin” is used when researchers try highlighting a
speci�c bene�t of experimental treatment despite a statistically non-signi�cant difference for the primary
outcome (Boutron et al., 2010). Moreover, studies had shown that the statistically signi�cant results had
higher chances to be published than non-signi�cant results (negative), leading to publication bias.
Furthermore, some researchers tend to alter their results to focus on particular conclusions (Contopoulos-
Ioannidis et al., 2006). When only positive or “spin” results are available, clinical decision-making can be
jeopardized using Evidence-Based Practice.

Since 2005, the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) has declared that all clinical
trials must be registered before the �rst participant’s enrollment. Consequently, prospectively registration
of RCT’s protocols will help to diminish the reporting bias (De Angelis et al., 2004; Smaïl-Faugeron et al.,
2015). Transparency between the planned and published outcomes will prevent waste of time, effort, and
money (Chalmers & Glasziou 2009 ). Two essential guidelines have been introduced to enhance
transparency. First, the SPIRIT recommendation (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for
Interventional Trials) in 2013, which has a 33 items checklist, was concerned about content rather than
the design of RCT protocols (Chan et al., 2013). Second, the CONSORT guidelines (Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials), was also introduced to improve the reporting quality for RCTs (Moher et
al., 2012; Boutron et al., 2008).

Prospective trial registries can help to reduce the SOR. Furthermore, SOR could be prevented through joint
attempts from the editors, authors, and reviewers. Editors and reviewers should request the protocol
registry to assess the discrepancies in the data, time frame, or outcomes, and the journals’ adherence to
the reporting guidelines. Moreover, the authors should comply with the reporting guidelines and report any
deviations from the protocol on their publication (Munafò et al., 2017; Nosek et al., 2018).

A study found that out of 78 examined in general oral health journals, 32 (41%) required or recommended
trial registry (Smaïl-Faugeron et al., 2015). Another study has identi�ed 27 studies (55%) with high rates
of SOR in clinical trials of dental implants among the 49 available protocols (Sendyk et al., 2019). As
mentioned before, SOR might distort the evidence available for the decision-making of the clinician.
Moreover, the consequences of this type of bias could be a signi�cant threat. To our knowledge, there has
been no previous evaluation of selective outcome reporting in RCTs in the �eld of Pediatric Dentistry.

Thus, our primary aim was to examine the selective outcome reporting by comparing information from
records with the publications of RCTs concerning restorative dentistry in primary teeth. The secondary
goals were a) evaluate the introduction of new secondary outcomes (i.e., an outcome that was not
described in the registry and that was introduced as secondary in the publication); b) discrepancies
between the trial registry and publication regarding study start date, number of arms, follow-up period,
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and sample size; c) other types of discrepancies; d) association between SOR and the timing of
registration, type of sponsorship, type of study design and discrepancies of follow up.

2. Material And Methods
This study is a meta-research and was registered in the Open Science Framework platform
(10.17605/OSF.IO/8H5PA). The research question for the present study is: “From previous registered
RCTs in restorative care for primary teeth, how many have a selective outcome reporting in the published
paper?”.

2.1. Search strategy
We searched for RCTs protocol registries that dealt with restorative treatment in primary teeth. We
conducted the search in the ClinicalTrials.gov and WHO platform, up to April/2021, with no registry time
or language restrictions. The search strategy was: ("dental caries" OR decay OR caries OR carious) AND
("primary teeth" OR "primary tooth" OR deciduous OR "primary dentition" OR children OR child OR infant).
We limited the results on clinicaltrials.gov only for “unknown and completed status” protocols. We used
only two keywords for the WHO International Clinical Trials Registry platform: “dental caries” and
“primary teeth.” We checked the results of both searches to �nd and eliminate duplicates.

2.2. Study selection
Two researchers independently screened the title and abstracts of the registered protocols for eligibility.
The inclusion criteria were: (a) RCT with two or more arms; (b) study evaluating any restorative treatment
on primary teeth. We did not include observational studies (cohort, case-control, and cross-sectional) and
case series. We excluded any protocol that has not resulted in at least one publication in a peer-reviewed
indexed scienti�c journal. We searched the corresponding published article for each included protocol by
�nding the reference(s) of the publication on the registry. We searched on PubMed and EMBASE using
the principal investigator’s name and protocol’s keywords when it was not available. If we could not �nd
any publication, we searched Google Scholar with the record number. If we found more than one
publication, we extracted the data from the one that has the alleged primary outcome. If we found more
than one primary outcome publication, we extracted the data from the registry with the longest follow-up
period. When no publication was found, we contacted the principal investigator, and we have excluded
the study protocol in case of no response. A third researcher was responsible for resolving any
disagreement.

2.3. Data extraction
Two researchers independently extracted the data for each included protocol and their corresponding
publication. Any disagreements were solved by the third researcher. We registered all the extracted data
from the included protocols and publications in a standardized form.
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First, we extracted some information from the protocols, such as: registry number, name and country of
the principal investigator, primary registry date (and last time updated), study start date, and the
completion date. To de�ne if the study was prospectively or retrospectively registered, the registry timing
was analyzed. If the protocol was registered before the enrollment of the �rst participant, it was
considered a prospective registration. If authors recorded the protocol after the enrollment of the �rst
participant, it was considered a retrospective registry. In addition, we identi�ed if there were any core
changes in the protocol, using the history of changes in ClinicalTrials.gov. We also extracted data about
the sponsorship (industrial, commercial, or personal funding), number of arms and intervention, RCT
design, sample size, and follow-up time. We also collected the number, nature, and timeframe for each
primary and secondary outcomes.

We gathered the number of publications, the journal’s name, the journal’s impact factor (Journal Citation
Reports - 2020), study start date as mentioned in the publication, and paper publication date. We also
recorded the sponsorship of the article (institutional, commercial, or incompletely identi�ed). We
classi�ed the impact factor of the journals as “high impact “or “low impact,” using the median of the area
as the cut-off value. We recorded if the author had noti�ed the registry number. We also checked if the
author declared any changes in the protocol and collected data for the number of arms and interventions,
sample size, a priori sample size estimation based on the primary outcome. For the outcome, we recorded
the number, nature, time frame, and whether the primary or secondary outcomes and if they have shown
statistical signi�cance.

After collecting all data from the protocols and publications, we compared the data to extract the
discrepancies. We identi�ed the SOR according to a modi�cation of Chan et al., 2004: a) primary
outcome in the registry reported as secondary in the publication (primary outcome downgrade), b)
secondary outcome in the registry reported as primary in the publication (secondary outcome upgrade), c)
a new primary outcome (i.e., an outcome that was not described in the registry) introduced in the
publication, d) primary outcome in the registry omitted in the publication, e) discrepancy in the primary
outcome time frame (i.e., the timing of assessment of primary outcome differs between registry and
publication). When the registry has more than one primary outcome, we consider the primary outcome in
the publication according to which the sample size calculation was based, and all the other outcomes
considered secondary outcomes. In addition, we investigated other discrepancies between the protocol
and published articles, such as discrepancies in the study start date, study design, arms, sample size, and
sponsorship (commercial versus non-commercial).

3. Data Analysis
We used the Jamovi Version 1.2 software to perform the statistical analysis. Quantitative variables were
expressed as the mean and standard deviation, and qualitative variables were expressed as the
frequencies and percentages. We used the chi-square test to detect the association between the SOR and
the following variables: discrepancy in the follow-up period (yes or no), the timing of registration
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(retrospective or prospective), the type of sponsorship (no sponsorship, commercial or non-commercial),
and study design. The signi�cance level for all analyses was set at 5%.

4. Results
Our search strategy identi�ed a total of 294 protocols from both clinicaltrial.gov and the WHO platform.
After screening the titles and abstracts, we included 74 protocols. Forty-four protocols were excluded as
we could not �nd their corresponding publications. Eventually, 30 studies were eligible and included in the
review (Figure 1).

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the included protocols. The majority of the protocols were funded by
the PI’s institution and registered retrospectively. About core changes in the protocol, the majority had no
listed modi�cations. Furthermore, most of the trials had two arms with parallel-group design. The primary
outcome time frame ranged from 12-48 months, and more than half of the trials were reported with one
primary outcome.

Regarding the characteristics of the corresponding publications (Table 2), the trials were published in 19
different journals, mainly in pediatric dentistry and medicine �elds. The majority of the protocols have
been identi�ed with one publication.

Twenty-seven (90%) studies cited the registry number in their publications. Twelve (40%) showed
statistically signi�cant �ndings for a minimum of one primary outcome. Moreover, only two publications
declared that there was a deviation from the registered protocol. Regarding sample size, the majority of
the authors calculated it based on the primary outcome. The primary outcome time frame ranged from 6-
48 months.

We observed selective outcome reporting in 16 (53.3%) of the trials (Table 3). Among discrepancies
between the protocols and publications, the most common reason for SOR was a discrepancy in the
primary outcome time frame (n=12, 40%). We identi�ed other discrepancies as to the following: primary
outcome downgrade (n=6, 20.0%), secondary outcome upgrade (n=4, 13.3%), primary outcome reported
in the protocol that omitted in the publication (n=1, 3.3%), and new primary outcome introduced in the
publication (n=3, 10%). Seventeen (56.7%) trials were reported with new secondary outcomes in addition
to various outcome discrepancies.

Table 3 displays further discrepancies between protocols and publications. Thirteen studies (43.3%)
reported a discrepancy in the study start date. Only 3 (10%) trials reported a discrepancy in the number of
arms. Eleven trials had a discrepancy in the follow-up period, with seven decreasing and four increasing.
Thirteen trials reported the non-commercial difference in sponsorship, and two presented a commercial
discrepancy between the registry and publication.

Table 4 shows the association between SOR and discrepancies in the clinical trials. SOR was only
associated (p=0.017) with the discrepancy in the follow-up period. We calculated the median of journals’
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impact factors (2.757) according to (Journal Citation Reports - 2020) and related the SOR to high-impact
or low-impact factor journals. The impact factor of the journals ranges from (1.065 - 4.379). We found
that SOR existed in 4 (25%) of the three journals with high impact factors (Clinical Oral Investigations,
Journal of Dentistry and Caries Research). Also, SOR existed in 12 (75%) of the ten journals with low
impact factor (Archives of Oral Biology, Quintessence International, Brazilian Oral Research, Pediatric
Dentistry Journal, Laser in Dental Science, Journal of the Dental Association of Thailand, JDR Clinical &
Translational Research, Journal of Clinical Pediatric Dentistry, Journal of Dentistry for Children and
Alexandria Dental Journal). There was no statistically signi�cant difference between the SOR and impact
factor of the journals (p=0.156).

5. Discussion
This study is the �rst meta-research that focuses on SOR in Pediatric Dentistry restorative treatments and
has shown a high prevalence of SOR. One systematic review in pediatric dentistry (Tedesco et al., 2018)
showed that few good quality studies exist regarding the management of dentin caries. Most have a high
risk of bias to provide enough evidence to recommend the best treatment option strongly. Selective
outcome reporting (SOR) might distort the evidence available for the decision-making of the clinician.
Moreover, the consequences of this type of bias could be a major threat. To our knowledge, there has
been no previous evaluation of selective outcome reporting in RCTs focusing on restorative treatment in
the �eld of Pediatric Dentistry. The suggested policy was trial registration with a pre-speci�ed list of all
the outcomes and transparent reporting of any changes afterward. Another attempt to improve the
outcome reporting is followed by some journals (Kirkham et al., 2010) that have announced that each
author has to declare that the manuscript is an honest, accurate, and transparent account of the study,
and no critical aspect has been omitted.

The prevalence of selective outcome reporting is still high and has been reported by the dental and
medical �elds (Sendyk et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2004; Fleming et al., 2015; Aggarwal et al., 2019; Mathieu
et al., 2009). Similarly, our results proved the discrepancies between the registered protocols and
published articles in restorative treatment for primary teeth. We observed SOR in 53.3% of the included
trials, further information regarding the reasons of SOR in each included trial found in Online Resource1.
Our results had become similar to other studies in dental and medical literature, such as 49% in surgical
intervention trials (Hannink et al., 2013), 48% in trials of osteoarthritis (Krsticevic et al., 2017), more than
55% in trials of dental implants (Sendyk et al., 2019), and 53.8% of the prospectively registered
psychotherapy trials (Bradley et al., 2017). A range of 40-62% has been reported in studies that evaluate
publication bias and reporting bias in RCTs (Dwan et al., 2008), where at least one outcome is omitted,
introduced, or changed. Empirical research pointed out that the positive or statistically signi�cant results
have more chances to be published, and the negative results could be rejected (Dickersin et al., 1987).
Thus, we suggest that the editors could accept the publication of negative results considering that the
authors followed the correct methodology.
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In our study, the primary outcome time-frame discrepancy was the most common among the trials
reported with SOR. A recent study (Hannink et al., 2013) emphasized that 33% of their trials presented a
primary outcome time-point discrepancy. In hematological malignancies, a previous study (Wayant et al.,
2017) assessed RCTs published in hematology journals and showed a change in the timing assessment
of the primary outcome by eight times (6.8%). In contrast to the study of (Koufatzidou et al. 2019), which
found an association between outcome reporting discrepancy and type of study design, we could not �nd
any association. A possible explanation for this �nding is that most of the assessed trials did not report
the type of study design in their �nal publications.

Furthermore, we found a signi�cant association between SOR and discrepancy in the follow-up period.
Accordingly, the trials that differ in follow-up periods from their corresponding publications had presented
with outcome bias. That was in agreement with one study (Rosati et al., 2016), as they found 13 RCT
completed early without justi�cation. In our study, we observed eleven studies that had a discrepancy in
the follow-up period, two of them had no SOR. Seven studies changed the primary outcome time frame
from the nine left, and two misreported their primary outcomes. That probably occurred when the authors
decided to end the study before or after the completion of follow-up periods either if they had non-
signi�cant results (n=6 studies) or if the favored result was found signi�cant (n=3 studies), affecting the
study’s reliability.

Although there was no association between SOR and the type of sponsorship, 33.3% of the trials have
non-commercial discrepancies. Consequently, some of these trials have shown one or more reasons for
SOR. Likewise, other studies reported similar results (Braakhe et al., 2017; Fleming et al., 2015; Lancee et
al., 2017). Also, 46.7% of the studies presented a discrepancy in sample size in our study, as observed in
other studies (Koufatzidou et al., 2019; Rosati et al., 2016). Among these 14 trials, seven showed a
decrease in sample size, seven trials have increased their sample size in the publication. In addition, a
recent systematic review (Li et al., 2018) presented a range of 27%-60% of study discrepancies in sample
size.

There was no association between SOR and registry timing (retrospective or prospective). However, the
percentage of retrospectively registered trials was high (83.3%), also observed in other publications
(Fleming et al., 2015; Bradley et al., 2017; Farquhar et al., 2017; Su et al., 2015; Sendyk et al., 2021).
Further, we veri�ed that 14 trials with SOR were retrospectively published in 11 different journals (3 of
them ICMJE member journals). Notably, since 2005 all the authors have to follow the ICMJE policy, which
advocates registering the protocol with pre-speci�ed and clear outcomes before starting the trials
(enrollment of the �rst participant). Recent research (Mathieu et al., 2009) reported that the ICMJE
requirements for protocol registration are not entirely followed. More data on Journal’s Policies are
depicted in Online Resource2.

We have expanded our search for two different platforms for increasing the potentially included
protocols. Consequently, we had a limitation that most WHO platform trials have no “history of changes''
function. Moreover, we noticed that inappropriate registration of the trials and unclear data about
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outcome measures could affect the recognition of outcome discrepancies, lowering the prevalence of
SOR in our study. Another limitation to our study was that the protocol was excluded when we obtained
no response from the principal author. This may have under- or overestimated the prevalence of SOR.
Furthermore, most of the authors did not include the references of publications in the protocol after
�nishing the study. We overcame this problem by searching the registry number on Google scholar to �nd
the corresponding publications. Hence, the importance of declaring the registry number in the
publications contributes to recognizing them quickly for the readers and peer reviewers.

Despite all the attempts to decrease the selective outcome reporting and increase transparency, our
�ndings indicated that the prevalence of SOR is still high in the trials focusing on restorative treatment in
primary teeth, which are published in either high or low-impact journals. Evidence from the literature
(Sendyk et al., 2019; Bradley et al., 2017; Rongen &Hannink 2016; Shinohara et al., 2015) showed that
even the prospectively registered trials had some sort of SOR mainly due to inadequate registered
protocols. Thus, there is still a need to enhance trial registration awareness and properly pre-specify the
outcomes. Also, any deviation from the protocol during the study should be reported in the publication.
Further, during the peer-review process, it is mandatory that journal editors and reviewers have full access
to the protocol of the study and compare it with the manuscript. Moreover, sponsorship funding should
be declared correctly, and editors ensure that funded trials maintain their pre-speci�ed registered protocol.

From 74 potential registries included in the methodological review, we could only �nd only 34 complete
publications (two of them have 1-year results publication and two years, another two have published the
primary outcome separate from the secondary outcomes). After contacting the authors, nine answered
back with the reasons for not publishing the data. Among the answers from the authors, six manuscripts
have been submitted to publication, one trial has no results, one trial was withdrawn, and one has been
under analysis. It is possible that these trials had issues with the design, conduction, or even the results
were negative. All information from an RCT must be available to reduce the research waste (Ioannidis et
al., 2014). Well-designed and conducted RCT with negative results have to be published in high-quality
journals, reducing publication bias. We hypothesize that one of the potential reasons that led authors to
perform the SOR is related to publication bias (and it might not be deliberate), but related to the perceived
or actual lack of interest from the research community (DeVito & Goldacre 2019).

In this sense, we can conclude that selective outcome reporting in the pediatric dentistry restorative trials
is high and might impact the clinician’s decision-making process regarding restorative treatment in
primary teeth.

6. Conclusion
The high prevalence of SOR in restorative treatment RCTs proved that this is a persistent issue. Therefore,
properly pre-registered protocols and assessing them for the peer review processes will help achieve
transparency between the registries and publications.
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